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ORIENTAL MANUSCRIPTS 
AND NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES 

N. I. Serikoff 

IMAGE AND LETTER: "PACE" IN ARABIC SCRIPT 
(A THUMB-NAIL INDEX AS A TOOL FOR A CATALOGUE OF ARABIC 

MANUSCRIPTS. PRINCIPLES AND CRITERIA FOR ITS CONSTRUCTION)* 

'"I know it, I have seen this handwriting!" How often a spe
cialist in medieval manuscripts receives such a reaction 
from a colleague while showing him handwriting of un
known provenance. However, the matter is given little fur
ther attention, since it is usually difficult to recall where the 
manuscript was seen, especially if it was seen years before. 
Yet finding evidence of a similar hand, perhaps several 
years later, docs occur. When this happens. it allows two or 
more manuscripts to be compared, and this comparison can 
lead to the establishment of the provenance of the manu
script under investigation. the approximate date of its com
pilation and sometimes its authorship. 

To facilitate the difficult task of identifying a pmtic ular 
hand one requires a reliable tool rather than the sometimes 
unreliable and often fugitive memories of scholars. Special
ists in palaeography have already made a number of at
tempts at producing such a tool. Regardless of the narrow 
specialization of these scholars (medieval European. 
Byzantine, Slavonic studies. etc.). the principles of such 
a tool were generally intended to provide a set of tables 
which represent dated specimens of medieval handwriting 
appropriate to these different scripts. Since comparison has 
been and remains the only method for identifying a particu
lar hand, these tables usually include appendices which 
consist of lists of selected clements such as letters, 1 iga
turcs, etc. For example, the specialists in Classical and 
Byzantine studies. among many other instruments. use rel~ 
erence tools by G. F. Tscreteli [I] and V. Gardthauscn [2]. 
The most recent work in this field is represented by a vo
luminous and very detailed Repcrtorium der griechisclu:n 

Kopis ten. an up-dated version of Gardthausen's work pub
lished by the Austrian and German Byzantinologists 
H. Hunger, E. Gamillscheg. D. Haringer and P. Eleuteri [3]. 

Arabic and Islamic studies. although a much younger 
discipline, have followed the same course. Many albums of 
dated manuscripts have been published. The number of 
published specimens of handwriting in these albums is. 
however. insufficient if one regards the scale of manuscript 
production in Islamic culture [4]. One has also to add that 
most of what has been published is calligraphic specimens. 
which leave aside less formal hands. These published 
works arc all of significant help in identifying unknown 
hands, although very difficult to use. It is not ea~y to com
pare a particular example of handwriting with several h u n
dreds of specimens listed in the relevant manuals. Attempts 
to create a computerized tool for identification of scripts 
were made by the Russians E. Rezvan and N. Kondybaev. 
who independently repeated the approach of the Austrian 
team of Byzantinologists [5]. taking individual letters as 
recognition units. The potential of this letter-based ap
proach suggested by Austrian and Russian scholars is. how
ever. limited. A reduction of a script to letter forms with 
similar or specific characteristics can be very misleading. 
since one and the same letter is not absol utcly identical 
in one and the same person's hand-writing. Even slight 
inconsistencies may vitiate a human or machine search and 
recognition [6]. Further. the letter-based approach does not 
immediately give the idea of the whole lay out of a page. 
Thus two apparently similar letters may belong to two 
different hands. 

A TllUMl:l-NAIL INDEX 

In my view, in order to facilitate the identification 
of hands one has to create a tool consisting of reduced 
specimens of manuscript pages in tabular form. which may 
be attached to an album of manuscripts or to a manuscript 

catalogue. This listing should be arranged according to 
strict search criteria and be in the form of a thumb-nail 
index -- a technical term originating from computing 
science [7]. A thumb-nail index with a series of small illus-

'The present article is a revised and augmented version of my talk held on the MELCOM International Conference (St. Petersburg. 
June 2001 ). I am most grateful to Dr. Nigel Allan. Tim Stanley and Michael Rogers (all London) who red the paper and corrected my Englisl;. 
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!rations has already been used as an appendix for a manu
script catalogue. This was undertaken by Peter Friedlander 
in his descriptive catalogue of Hindi manuscripts in the 
Wellcome Library [8]. However, this index was not 
based on search criteria but was atTanged according to call 
numbers. 

The aim of the present article is to suggest a set of 
search criteria for manuscripts written in the Arabic script 
which enable a cataloguer to create a hard-copy or on-line 
thumb-nail index for his catalogue, and enable a user to find 
quickly among the specimens listed in this index those which 
are the closest match to the manuscript he has in hand. 

OIFFICUL TIES 

It is acknowledged that the main problem in an-anging 
a thumb-nail index of manuscripts is the system or classifi
cation. Any of the traditional classification systems used in 
cataloguing are inappropriate, since neither call numbers, 
sizes of manuscripts. types of paper, colours of ink, or even 
collation marks etc. arc relevant to the handwriting and its 
style. Nor. as has been shown, can the letter-based approach 
be credited with high reliability. The traditional division of 
the script into various styles. e.g. 1'111/th, 11askh. mu~wqqaq. 
riqa ". etc., does not help either. Firstly, these styles were 
not similar in Islamic society throughout its history. Al
though bearing the same label. the shapes of the letters var
ied significantly over time [9]. Secondly. even if a scholar 
follows the classification by style, he must admit that he is 
dealing exclusively with scripts written by professional and 
skilled calligraphers. The majority of scribes and learned 
men were not professional calligraphers at all but received 
a school training in handwriting (as was the rule in the con
text of Islamic education). They were writing only within 
the general framework of a certain style, e.g. naskh or 
nasta 'liq. and they had a different aim: to relate a message 
rather than produce a piece of calligraphy as a work of art. 

The aspect of clear and distinctive script. which docs 
not have much in common with calligraphic script, has 
been constantly stressed by many theoreticians of writing. 
One must stress here that penmanship as a discipline 
is well-represented in the works of Arab (Islamic) au
thors [I OJ. who frequently reproduce earlier works on the 
subject [ 11]. In this instance it is sufficient to give random 
examples. thus presenting a tradition rather than an opin
ion of one selected author. 

The need for dear writing is explicitly testified by an 
anonymous I 5th-century Arab writer, who wrote a Treatise 
aho11t Calligraphy [I~]. and in sixteenth-century Iranian 

works on the subject [13]. The anonymous Arab author, 
among other topics, discusses the question of '"why the best 
script is namely that which is readable - any other forms 
of it can be considered as pieces of art" [14]. A sixteenth
ccntury Iranian source quotes a predecessor, a fiftccnth
century scribe Sul\an-' All Mashhadi, who says that "a good 
handwriting is that which is clear and distinguishable; the 
purpose of a written text is to be read" [ 15]. This remark by 
Sul\an-'AlI MashhadT, frequently repeated over the centu
ries [ 16 ], is logical. Due to the nature of the Arabic script, 
which rendered only long vowels, one was not able to read 
(=understand) a written word if the vocalisation is unfamil
iar to the reader [ 17]. Arabic words were therefore mastered 
as ideograms - according to their shapes (rusiim), so forc
ing a reader to memorize the vocabulary not just orally but 
also visually [ 18]. This visual approach to the Arabic script 
is comparable to scripts from the Far East - Chinese and 
Japanese. On the one hand, it was used as a vehicle for 
transmitting information, and, on the other hand, it was aes
thetically admired as an artistic masterpiece [ 19]. This latter 
aspect. as well as the lack of obvious criteria for identifying 
Arabic scripts (including non-professional), is reflected in 
publications on Islamic calligraphy. A majority of these 
deal with aesthetic features of script rather than handwriting 
as a mean of written communication. Even learned cata
logues of Islamic manuscripts usually give depersonalised 
descriptions like "small clear naskh", etc., which has be
come commonplace [20]. 

The aesthetic side of the Arabic script, although not an 
issue for the present article, must not be underestimated 
since it is invaluable for establishing rules for individual 
non-professional scripts, i. c. the criteria for generating 
a thumb-nail index. 

TI-IE ARABIC SCRIPT 

In numerous medieval manuals concerned with the 
Arabic scribal tradition [21 ]. among them, Kitab al-fihrist 
by Jbn al-Nadim (I 0th century) and al-QalqashandT (15th 
century). informs us that lbn Muqlah (I 0th century) in
vented the six styles which derived from the main Kiili 
script: 1'111/th. naskh. 11111~1t1qqaq. ray~1ii11, tawqf'. riqa ·. His 
successor 'All b. J:lilal (known as lbn al-Bawwab) intro
duced a new system. called '"balanced" (or "proportional") 
script [22]. This script - in its calligraphic form - had 
strict proportions between the height and the width of each 
letter. their ligatures and places for diacritical dots. These 
proportions were measured by pen dots. This ingenious sys
tem, still applied today for educational purposes, was found 
very convenient and "architectural". A tradition ascribes to 
the famous Greek mathematician Euclid a saying: "Hand
writing is spiritual geometry which appears by means of a 
bodily instrument" [23 ]. This "balanced" Arabic script has 
been compared to certain features in music [24], too. The 
proportions of letter-parts build up into a style, easily rec-

ognizable by eye but very difficult to describe. Remarkably 
enough, Sul\an-'AIT MashhadT writes: "To represent the 
rules of calligraphy in the form of a poem [25] is to my 
mind simply a mistake. Similarly, one cannot write about 
them in prose - do not even think about it! - because 
handwriting has neither beginning nor an end" [26]. The 
sayings collected by the tenth-century Arab polymath, Abii 
J:layyan al-Taw~idi [27] and others arc rather similar to that 
quoted above. In fact, they show that Arab theoreticians 
had similar to ours: the lack of an adequately precise termi
nology to describe handwriting [28]. However, at the same 
time Arabs viewed [29] and felt [30] hand-writing differ
ently. Individual hands were not only easily recognizable 
by the readers [31], but, as in modem graphology, they al
lowed the reader to make conjectures about the scribe's per
sonal character. 

Remarkably, the medieval Arabs' own comparisons of 
the "balanced" script with music, architecture and other 
arts, which influence human feelings, tum out to be helpful 
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in establishing rules for a thumb-nail indt:!x. In this instance. 
it is convenient to refer to the Greek word which di:scribes 
either architectural or musical style - pu0µ6~. a rhythm. 
However, this term has been already used by V. Atanasiu 
to describe letter frequency in the languages using Arabic 
script [32). Therefore, in the present article another word 
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which has a similar meaning will be used. namely. 
pace [33). The word pace will denote a sequence of 
repeated patterns which facilitate the desaiption and 
idelltijication of the hand and the lay out of a whole page. 
This notion can be applied to the description of both pro
fessional and non-professional handwriting in Arabic script. 

PACE 

Non-professional scribes and scholars, when they were 
not preparing a calligraphic copy as a work of art. tended to 
stick to a ce11ain style, although they did not meticulously 
follow the rules of that style. Therefore. in classifying non
professional scripts it is worth avoiding strict definitions, 
e.g. naskh. 11as1ti"llq, etc. They should be replaced by de
scriptions of large groups which include naskh-!ike or 
nasta'liq-like specimens even (if possible) with a relevant 
indication to their provenance, e.g. "Syrian" , "Iranian", etc. 

Within each of these groups the following propo11ions 
should be measured: 

I. The ratio between the height of ali{\ and the width 
of the separate fonn ofhii' y(see a. b in/ig. /). 

The reason for measuring this ratio has its roots in the 
theory of Arabic calligraphy, since ali( is the highest and 
hii · [34) is the longest letter of the Arabic alphabet. Ideally. 
they should be equal to the diameters of a circle which. 
according to lbn Muqlah. is the basic element for the con
struction of letters [35). 

Fig. I 

2. The angles of inclination of the connected form of 
ali( L.. and the bar of the letter kii( ....5.. in medial position 
(see c. d in/ig. /). 

The angles of inclination of the connected form of ali( 
and the bar of the letter kci( in medial position seem to be 
characteristic elements of the individual non-calligraphic 
hands. Being a calligraphic nourish , they distim:tively be
tray individual features , i.e. the personality of the scribe. 

Thus a/ifs , especially in their final form. tended not to 
be written vertically. This "freedom" seemed to be an ob
ject of constant attention for the Arab theoreticians of writ
ing. In this instance an account of the handwriting of the 
Caliph al-Ma 'miin's secretary Al)mad b. Abl Khalid al
Al)wal (d . A.O. 825 / 26) relatc:d by al-Tawl)TdT is worth 
mentioning. Al-Taw~Tdl, while quoting lbn al-Musharraf 

al-Baghdad!. explicitly notes that in the secretary's 
hand a/ifs and Nims were as straight as they could be [36). 
Another theoretician. · Abd al-Qadir al-$adawl [3 7). also 
stresses the fact that ali( should not be inclined: "The first 
letter with which we begin among the letters [of the alpha
bet] is the .Handing ali(among the ranks // It is the greatest 
[letter] among those which are vertical and erect II And it is 
the best which stands within symmetry II A/if collects eve
rything, it is the pillar of superiority ..... [38). Descriptions 
of ali( are innumerable. I quote here only the first warning 
of al-QalqashandT describing the pitfalls in writing this 
letter: "it should be erec1. must not incline to one side 
or fall" [39). 

According to al-$adawl. the letter kii( - especially in 
its medial form -- had obviously to be written without lift
ing the pen [40) . regardless of the number of strokes [41 ]. 
However. this did not seem to happen frequently. The 
upper bar usually appears to be divided from the body of 
the lt:!tter. On the other hand. from al-Qalqashandl's de
scription of the kii( in the medial position it follows clearly 
that the bar above was added separately [42] . Being an 
clement of a flourish. the angle of the bar of the kiifclcarly 
represented the scribe's individuality and therefore. togcthcr 
with the slope of alit: it can be seen as an clement of pace 
in Arabic handwriting. 

However. the same scribe can write on large or small 
pieces of paper. in large or small letters. In order to be able 
to compare handwriting independently of the size of paper. 
one has to introduce an additional parameter. i.e. the den
sity. Density [!l] is a parameter which describes how much 
of a written text could be located in a given measure of pa
per. As has recently been shown by Valery Polosin [43]. 
density was an important parameter. since it helped to as
sess the amount of paper and ink required to complete 
a manuscript and therefore the scribe's salary. According to 
Polosin. density has to be calculated by 111ultiplying the 
number of letters in one line by the number of lines on 
a page. Contrary to Polosin . I suggest density is the nu111bcr 
of word segments (not letters, as proposed by Polosin) as 
visually recognizable units in one line 111ultiplicd by the 
number of lines on a page. Thus. for example. a sequence 
of Arabic words jJLb )'I ~ has the following segments 
j I )Lb I )'I I ~- How.:ver. the article JI and thc conjunc
tion .J. as well as the co111ponents of words written abm·e 
the line. arc not counted as scg111ents. All thc separate let
ters in word , howc\·er. arc to be counted as segments: ..1.J__,Jl 
has following scg111cnts: ..1 I .J I _,JI. 

One should explicitly stress the fact that countin~ word 
segments is preferable to counting individual letters.' These 
seg111ents arc usually written on the line and only thcir 
contraction or stretching (which rclati,·dy rarely occurs) 
can thus changing the density of the script. Density is given 
in the form of a fmmula (number of segments by the number 
of lines) and in a round figure which is expressed to the 
nearest ten. e.g. 18 x 17 (310) (IX - number of segments. 
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17 is a number of lines). 18 x 17 = 306 which is rounded up 
to 310. 

Among other parameters arc: (i) number of lines to the 
page; (ii) existence (or lack) of a frame; (iii) colour of 
paper. The last two parameters are not included in the de
scription of pace. However. they can be used as additional 
criteria for arranging material. The pace can therefore be 

expressed with a formula compnsmg resemblance (to 
a certain calligraphic szvle), number of' lines to the page, 
l'J. (density), ratio (of' a/if' to bii ') a (inclination of a/if), 
k (angle of' the har of' kiif); call number of'the manuscript. 
In a short and searchable forrn it appears as, for example: 
naskh-like; 18; l'J. 15 x 12 (220); I: I. I; a I 00°, k35°; 
(B 1219) as presented in.fig. 2. 

TEST 

The categories of pace have been tested on approxi
mately 200 manuscripts while compiling the forthcoming 
descriptive catalogue of the Christian Arabic manuscripts at 
the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Stud
ies [44] and the descriptive catalogue of the Arabic medical 
manuscripts in the Wellcome Library for the History and 
Understanding of Medicine (45]. Fig. 2 shows a page of 
the thumb-nail index prepared for the catalogue of the 
St. Petersburg Christian Arabic manuscripts. A comparative 
table of pace (see below) shows coinciding pace in a num
ber of manuscripts kept at the St. Petersburg Branch of the 
Institute of Oriental Studies and in the Wcllcomc Library 
(WMS Ar. 105. WMS Ar. 216, WMS Ar. 207, see.fig. 3.1 
- 3.5) [46]. At the same time, another Wellcome 
manuscript (WMS Ar. 217. cf. jigs. 3 and 4) has a different 
pace. Close analysis of the first three manuscripts from the 
Wellcome collection shows that all of them can be identi
fied as a group of that were transcribed in Christian circles 
in Syria from the beginning of the nineteenth to the begin-

ning of the twentieth century, similar to those from 
St. Petersburg. 

The thumb-nail index, which is arranged by pace 
according to density (l'J.) also helps in identifying the ap
proximate date of acephalous manuscripts. Thus a hitherto 
undescribed composite manuscript (WMS AR. 357, see 
figs. 4. I - 4.2) (47] can be attributed to the middle or sec
ond half of the eighteenth century on the basis of the pace 
of its different parts: 15; l'J. 15X21 (310); I: I; a90°, k30°; 
and 15; l'J. 15X 15 (225); 1:0.8; a90°, kl5°. This attribution 
coincides with readers' notes in the manuscript. The earliest 
gives the date A.H. 1190 which corresponds to the year 
A. D. 1776177, giving a terminus post quem. 

To conclude, the system proposed cannot be regarded 
as universal, since handwriting will always retain an ele
ment of individuality. However, it is sufficiently practical 
to allow a researcher to identify the manuscript he has in 
hand with a circle of manuscripts to which it is most likely 
related on the basis of the handwriting. 

Table 

Comparative table of paces in the manuscripts from St. Petersburg and Wcllcome collections 
written in a naskh-like script 

St. Petersburg Wellcome 
manuscripts Pace manuscripts Pace 

(call numbers) (call numbers) 

A 740 15/'J.15 X 13(190); l:0.8;al00°k35° 

B 1115 15 l'J. 15 x 12 (200); I :0.9; a 105° k35° 

B 473 15 l'J. 15 x 12 (200); I: I. I; a I 00° k 30° 

A 189 15 l'J. 15 x 14 (210); I: I.I; a 100° k30° WMS Ar. 205 17/'J.17X31 (530); l:l.l;al00°k30° 

B 1219 18 l'J. 18 x 12 (220); I: I.I; a 100° k35° 

B 1118 16/'J.16X 16(260); 1:1; al00°k35° 

B 1226 18 l'J. 18 x 18 (320); I: I; a 100° k40° WMS Ar. 216 20/'J.20X 16(320); l:l.l;al00°k35° 

8474 19/'J.19X 16(300); 1:1; a I 00° k40° 

B 1223 21 l'J.21 X24(420); I:0.8;al00°k40° WMS Ar. 207 21/'J.21X17(360); l:0.9;al00°k40° 

WMS Ar. 217 21 l'J. 21 x 17 (360); I: 0.8; a 90° k30° 

WMS Ar. 219 31 l'J. 31 x 30 (930); I: 1.5; a 95° k35° 
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Fig. 3.3 
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Fig. I. MS B 1226, fol. 60b. 
Fig. 2. A specimen of the thumb-nail index. St. Petersburg Christian MSS arranged after the density (i'.) of the script. 

a - a specimen of the thumb-nail index. St. Petersburg Christian MSS arranged after the density (i'.) of the script 
(continuation of jig. l). 

Fig. 3.1. WMS AR. 205, Kitiib m1lji~ al-qiimln by Ibn al-Nafis, copied 5 January 1804 A. D. 
Fig. 3.2. WMS AR. 207, Kitiib iqti.~tlr al-iqtiqtll' "a/ii !ari'q al-s11 "ii/ wa-1-jawiib, copied ca. 18th century A. D. 
Fig. 3.3. WMS AR. 216, an acephalous MS on diverse illnesses, a convolute entitled Kitiib al-aqriibiiddi'n in the colophon, 

copied 12 January 1804 A. D. 
Fig. 3.4. WMS AR. 217, an acephalous MS containing a list of diverse diseases and their treatment, copied ca. mid-19th century. 
Fig. 3.5. WMS AR. 219, Kitiih miiji~ al-qiiniin by lbn al-Nafis, copied in Lebanon at the beginning of the 20th century. 
Fig. 4.1. WMS AR. 357. 
Fig. 4.2. WMS AR. 357. 




